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Pair 79
Question and Answer
Question
Hello Anthony. I read your latest report on Pair 79.
I like how in the report you explain how playing the pair 79
numbers will give you more consistent hits than playing the
Hot Codes.
So just to clarify: should we totally abort playing the Hot Codes
and just focus on playing the Pair 79 numbers or should we
also still continue playing some of the hot codes considering
that a few of them may still hit from time to time?
Also my final question is since you're now going back to your
original plan; does this also mean that you will still be releasing
your new kindle (A Sure Thing) in the next upcoming weeks?

Answer
To clarify: Only play the 10 numbers corresponding to pair 79.
That would have given you TWO hits this week in New York
(pair 79 this week is pair 35: 835 and 953 hit NY on Tuesday
August 7).
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Two Hot Pairs
40 Numbers used:
134 024 576 979 288 011 456 288 996 734
739 441 882 015 856 734 928 094 114 871
125 490 696 988 161 824 982 814 023 911
853 107 489 145 267 187 208 641 250 775
18492
70563
Two Hot Pairs: 18, 53
Good for the Next 7 Days (14 Drawings)
180 181 182 183 184 185 186 187 188 189
530 531 532 533 534 535 536 537 538 539
NOTE: To those of you are new; my coding system is based on
this matrix:

0 1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8 9
Pair 79 are the two digits that show up in positions 7 and 9 in
the 40 number distribution.

0 1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8 9
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If you write out all the codes with pair 79 you will see that
some of the codes hit more than others (just enter all of them
into the Group Matching System program); these are
the only "hot codes" you should be playing. I will send these
out soon...but you can do it on your own if you have the codes
for NY.
I do NOT recommend playing other hot codes.
I know...it’s tempting...but the BIG money will be made
by playing LESS numbers - not more numbers.
So if you have extra money; just double down on the pair 79
numbers; based on what I see week after week, you WILL hit.
If the pair does NOT hit this week, you will most likely see
TWO pair 79 numbers hitting the following week (that is what
happened in NY this week, pair 79 did not hit last week; two
pair 79 numbers hit this week: 835 and 953).
Also, if you play the numbers straight (54 straight numbers)
you will be spending $189 per week, which is a lot of money
for some people - so playing more numbers on top of the 10
numbers for pair 79 will be expensive.
There is another reason why you should only play the 10
numbers that correspond to pair 79 (or whatever is the hottest
pair in any state): you will get better and BETTER at knowing
which of the 10 numbers will hit.
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If I FOCUS and really pay attention to the 10 numbers week
after week, I see myself reaching a point where I can narrow it
down to just ONE or TWO numbers to play in the next 7 days.
I can only do this if I focus on one thing (pair 79) – not if I keep
jumping around between the hot codes (which are always
changing) and this pair 79 system (which is very stable).
How did I come up with $189?
The 10 numbers for pair 79 will be turned into 54 straight
numbers. If played for 0.25 cents at 5dimes.com, this means
$27 will be spent per day (2 drawings per day) which is $189
spent per week ($27 X 7). The payout is $225.
Box-to-Straight
Numbers Used: 350 351 352 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 (10)
List 54:
035 053 135 153 235 253 305 315 325 335 345 350 351 352 353
354 355 356 357 358 359 365 375 385 395 435 453 503 513 523
530 531 532 533 534 535 536 537 538 539 543 553 563 573 583
593 635 653 735 753 835 853 935 953 (54)
(By the way...spending $189 per week is how I got my last
3 straight hits: https://pick3master333.com/box-hits/)
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I am not sure if I will be putting up the A Sure Thing Kindle
because I pretty much already explained what that Sure Thing
is: the hottest pair will hit week after week in your state – and
when it misses a week it will usually hit TWICE the following
week (like it did in NY this week: 835 and 953).
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